
The Time Rich Hire a VA Course

The Time Rich 5 Steps to a VA

First Things First:

Hey there! I wanted to give you the option to get the entire course done at your

own pace because once I get into a mode, I just want to get it all done in one

sitting.

Just a pro tip - Don't let yourself get overwhelmed. There are a lot of steps, but

it’s important to just go one step at a time and remember: DO THE WORK! I

PROMISE it will pay o�. If you do the work, by the end of this course you'll

either have a VA or be well on your way to getting one!

Before we jump into the course, I wanted to include a checklist so you can

quickly check them o� as you’re workiing through the steps. In the next

lessons, we’ll show you HOW to do each of the things on the list.

The VA Hiring Check List:

STEP ONE: Get Real

Determine the top 3 projects/tasks that take the majority of your

time that could be delegated to a VA.

STEP TWO: Get Clear

Determine if those tasks require a specialist or a general admin VA,

then identify the time it will take per week to do the tasks to begin

and a starting hourly budget.
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Create preferences and requirements for the VA based on the main

tasks you want them to do.

Determine or review your core values to create a hiring audit (a

rating system that will help you rate each candidate on a scale of

1-10 with 10 questions: Each of your core values and questions that

will help you rate if they get, want, and have the capacity to do the

role well).

Set a timeline and deadlines for creating the listing, selecting the

candidates, setting up interviews, sending the practice project,

reviewing the projects, and hiring the new VA. (These deadlines

can be changed if needed but are imperative to have to ensure you

make this a priority this week)

STEP THREE: Get Going

Create a practice project that would be relevant to the top task

they’ll be completing to showcase their abilities, attention to

detail, and ability to communicate and meet deadlines.

STEP FOUR: Get Busy

Create an Upwork listing using: a 1 sentence description of your

business, an overview of the main tasks you’ll have your VA do,

other tasks they may be responsible for, and the requirements and

preferences. I also like to include qualifying questions they need to

answer and a prompt like “use the word ‘Time Rich’ in your first

sentence” so I know they pay attention to detail.

Review candidates we’ve shortlisted in the past to see if there are

matching qualifications.
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Invite 20-30 quality candidates to apply to the listing.

Shortlist good candidates and add notes.

If we want additional candidates after 3 days, ask peers for VA

recommendations.

If still needing more candidates after 2 additional days, post listing

on top Facebook VA groups.

After 3 more days without quality candidates, post listing on

Indeed.

After 7-10 days, look through candidates for top 3-5 candidates,

then invite them to an interview.

Conduct interviews using the new hire audit and interview

template.

Select two to three ideal candidates and ask them to complete the

practice project.

Review projects within 2 days of submission.

STEP FIVE: Get Time Rich

Hire the best candidate and schedule a call with them to go over

the expectations, first project, deadlines, project  management

software, logins, and set a time for a weekly meeting.

Message all other candidates to thank them for their time.

Feel free to scroll back up and check them o� one by one as you complete them.

Alright! Let’s jump in to Step One!
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STEP ONE: Get Real

The first step is called Get Real - because let’s be honest, it’s easy to feel like

we have a lot on our plate, but when it comes down to what we can actually

delegate, we blank! I’ve seen it (and even experienced it) so many times. We

either put o� hiring someone because we don’t know what we want to give

them or we hire someone and then can’t keep their pipeline full. Or we have a

million things we want to give them but haven’t prioritized the most

important things and end up overwhelming our VA.

Let me put it this way: You as, as the visionary for your company, are the pilot

of your plane. People got on that plane because of your vision of where that

plane was going. You shouldn’t be serving the co�ee. As the pilot, you have

your VA serve the co�ee to your customers. If customers see the pilot serving

co�ee not only are they going to think, “This is way below their pay grade”,

they’re also going to think, “who the heck is flying this plane?” And you might

get so distracted serving the co�ee that you forget to fly the plane.

Fly the plane, have your VA serve the co�ee.

This exercise will help you figure out what VA tasks count as “serving the

co�ee” in your business.

The Time Audit:

1. Set a timer for 5 minutes.
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2. Write down every single one-o�, recurring, or “wish list” task or

project you are currently doing or want to be doing. Keep writing

until the timer goes o�.

3. When the timer goes o�, look through your list and start crossing o�

any tasks that can be eliminated. These are tasks that just don’t need

to be done right now. They’re either super low priority or

unnecessary, or they can wait until next quarter - or next year.

(Maybe it’s not the right time to write that eBook or start that

Podcast?)

4. Next, go through and put a checkmark next to any task that can be

automated. This can be something like sending emails manually,

scheduling appointments without a tool like Calendly, manually

adding people from your FB group requests to your email list,

manually putting your income and expenses into a spreadsheet

instead of using a tool like Zapier, etc. You don’t have to go too crazy

with this or do any research but quickly just see if there’s anything

on your list that can be automated.

5. Now go through and put a star next to everything you REALLY enjoy

(or would enjoy) doing. Try to keep this to 3 or 4 things.

6. Finally, go through the list a final time and circle all the things that

could be delegated. This can be anything from checking and

organizing your inbox, to sending follow up emails, booking travel,

uploading videos, looking for success stories in a Facebook group,

etc, etc. You can also reference my list of 50+ things a VA can do for

you, but try not to get too distracted by adding ADDITIONAL tasks

they can do. Try to focus on what they can take o� your plate right

now.
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Wow! Great work! You now have a thorough list of tasks a VA can take over for

you.

But don’t jump the gun, this is just the first part. We still need to get clear

about what kind of VA you need, how much you want to spend, and where

you’re doing to find your VA.

PS. Just a gentle reminder: Don’t be afraid to ask for help. This can be scary.

And you can try to do it all up to a certain point, but if you want to grow your

business, you’ll need to grow your team. It’s time to put in the work, but it’ll

pay o� - I promise!

 

STEP TWO: Get Clear

Welcome to step 2! You've already gotten so much more clear about how you're

spending your time and what a VA can take o� your plate - go you!!

This is a super packed step so buckle up, enjoy the ride, and DO THE WORK! :)

This step is all about Getting clear about VA preferences + where you're going

to find your VA.

 It's your VA so you get to be in control about what’s non-negotiable and what’s

flexible.

 And the more specific you can get, the better your candidates will be.

Here's some things you want to be clear about before creating a job listing for

your VA:
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• Where do you want them to be located? In the US? Worldwide? Does it
matter?

• When do you want them to be available to work? Do you need them to
attend a weekly 9 AM EST call? Make sure you write that down!

• How much you want to pay them? I'd say $10-$20/hour is a good range
for a general admin VA.

• How much experience you want them to have?

• Do you want an independent contractor or employee? I recommend a
contractor for your first hire, but it's up to you!

• How may hours will you need them per week? Look at your task list and
see how much time their main tasks will take. Usually people need a VA for
5-10 hours a week, starting.

• Do they need to be fluent in English? Or another language? If they're
doing your customer support, this might be really important to you. 

• Do they need to be experienced in a certain software? Ontraport,
Helpdesk, Membership Sites, etc?

Don't worry, to make it super easy, I've created a checklist you simply have to

download and fill out. Here ya go.

Here is something to remember - Time is infinitely more valuable than

money. The cost per hour does not equal cost per task. Someone at $5/hr can

take 10x longer than someone at $20/hr and end up costing more in the

long-run to hire that lower cost person.

Once you're clear about what is important to you, you can start deciding

where you're going to find a VA.

There are a TON of options for where to find a VA.

The first question is how much do you want to spend?

https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/5quxngpnwot8uq4enpi6/6qheh8hpep8xnmto/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZHJvcGJveC5jb20vcy93ZXpsc2RoZHhxajV4bW4vVkElMjBQcmVmZXJlbmNlcy5wZGY_ZGw9MQ==
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This usually narrows down the options.

If you want to spend a bit more, you can go to an agency, which will usually

o�er a "Package Plan" with minimums, but will pair you with a great, high

level VA.

Or maybe what you're looking for is an Integrator, but let's not get too

distracted.

If you're like most people I've worked with, you're looking for someone in the

$10-20/hour price range to take o� mostly admin, social media, email

management, etc. tasks o� your plate, at least initially.

Here is a pretty thorough overview of many of websites and agencies you could

use to hire your VA - but it's by no means exhaustive. And to be honest, there

are hundreds, if not thousands of places you can hire a VA.

Not only could you go through a website, you could also find one in a Facebook

group, post on a job site like Indeed, or ask a friend to use their VA (if a friend

has a suggestion, I highly recommend pursuing that as an option, BTW).

But to keep it simple, I'll just go into detail about my current favorite place to

find a Virtual Assistant.

 Upwork. I've hired countless VAs and contractors though UpWork because

there are so many incredible professionals there and it's so easy to make the

listing, hire them, monitor them, and pay them right through the website.

Just look at this one quick search for virtual assistance with customer support

experience.

https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/5quxngpnwot8uq4enpi6/g3hrr34xh5hewe8g6qsr/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cueW91dHViZS5jb20vd2F0Y2g_dj1rVmkwZlVoUlg4RQ==
https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/5quxngpnwot8uq4enpi6/58hvh7h525d3k4t6/aHR0cHM6Ly9kb2NzLmdvb2dsZS5jb20vc3ByZWFkc2hlZXRzL2QvMWx5ZzJVbl9USDlrZGRUOVVoUVFERkZJd1hxTjROUmhJb1NuR0hDLWF0WEUvZWRpdD91c3A9c2hhcmluZw==
https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/5quxngpnwot8uq4enpi6/qvh8h7h8p8meoxtl/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudXB3b3JrLmNvbS8=
https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/5quxngpnwot8uq4enpi6/g3hnh5hewe8gp7ur/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudXB3b3JrLmNvbS9hYi9wcm9maWxlcy9zZWFyY2gvP3E9dmlydHVhbCUyMGFzc2lzdGFuY2UlMjAlMkIlMjBjdXN0b21lciUyMGV4cGVyaWVuY2UmcmF0ZT0xMC0zMCZ1c2VyX3ByZWY9MQ==
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Do some digging and deep thinking today and decide what you're looking for

and what site you want to use to find your VA - but stop there. Take a breather

and wait until tomorrow to create your listing (I know you're excited, but I

swear it's worth the wait!!)

Don't jump the gun because I'm about to dig into the number 1 most

important thing I've learned will help you pick the right VA - The Practice

Project. This will save you SO much time and money - I cannot emphasis this

enough.

And I'll go into all the details in the next step!

PS. Just a gentle reminder: It can feel really overwhelming to even THINK

about handing o� parts of your precious business to someone you don't know.

I get it! But just think about how much better you can focus on flying your

plane if you have someone else serving the co�ee. Think about what it would

mean for your business if you could be in your Zone of Genius and Joy.

 

STEP THREE: Get Going

WOW!! You have done SO much work!! YAY!! You’re really doing it!

Okay so you’ve gotten so clear about what a VA can do for you, what kind of VA

you’re looking for, and where you can find a VA, now we’re going to set them

up for success BEFORE you even hire them. That’s right - that’s some big

picture thinking, boss.

I promised to dive into the super juicy details about the #1 most gigantically,

titanically important thing I have learned about successfully hiring a VA, and if
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you take ONE thing away from this course that will give you 10X+ the ROI that

you paid, let it be this.

The Practice Project.

(Are there sirens and lights going o�? Have I emphasized this enough?)

The Practice Project is a simple project you send to the top candidates that

reflects something your VA will be doing for you. You will find a ton of great

candidates after you post, but selecting the top two candidates then hiring

them to do a 1-5 hour practice project will show you IF they are actually

capable of what you want them to do for you before you invest a bunch of time

and money into training them.

Imagine hiring someone and then weeks after onboarding them and training

them and correcting and coaching them, they STILL can’t do what you hired

them to do. You then have to give up, fire them, and start your search over - or

even worse, decide that having a VA is too much work and too disappointing in

the first place!

Noooooo!

Instead, set yourself up for success.

Use the next 10-50 minutes to do this:

Look through your list of tasks and outline the #1 task or project that will

take the most o� your plate, and takes about 1-5 hours to complete from

start to finish. Break the task or project down into actionable parts. Then

create clear instructions for each part. Create ~2 minute loom videos for

the complicated steps, if needed. Outline what logins someone would

need to do this project. Review it to confirm it has enough detail. Identify
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how long it would take to complete it. Example practice projects that I’ve

sent out are: Answer customer FAQs (if they’re going to be in customer

service for me), build a funnel on Ontraport, organize Google Drive files,

write a recap of an online class, create a Canva presentation following a

template, organize videos, etc.

That’s it! You’ve got a Practice Project that will show you whether or not they

are capable of following instruction, communicating questions, meeting a

deadline, and completing your task well.

And now that we’ve built the foundation for your VA, we’re ready to hire one!

In the next step, we’re going to put it all together and create a job listing on

Upwork and invite quality candidates to your listing (and if you’re planning on

using an agency or posting to a FB group, we’ll cover that as well).

PS. Just a gentle reminder: This isn’t easy. But it’s worth it. And creating this

thorough project outline with loom videos is also teaching you how to delegate AND

how to create processes that will be critical for your business. Talk about two birds

with one stone!

 

STEP FOUR: Get Busy

Only TWO more steps until you have a VA! Say what!

You've already uncovered what specific tasks a VA can take o� your plate, what

kind of VA you want, where to find one, and how to test their capabilities

before you even hire them with the magical Practice Project!

And now it's finally time to put it all together!
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In this step we will create an Upwork account, create a job listing for your VA,

and invite 15 quality candidates to apply for your listing.

If you're not sold on Upwork, no worries, we'll dig into how to submit an

inquiry to an agency or post in a Facebook group!

Let's dig in and do the work because by the time you read this email, you will

already have people seeing your job listing! WOOP!

First, let's create a job description using the information you've already

outlined.

Here is an actual listing I've used with success.

Plug in your own company description, tasks, preferences, and requirements,

or just use this for inspiration:

Title:

 Highly Organized Assistant with Customer Support, Online Course, and

ClickUp Experience

 (Note: The title does matter - specific and interesting is better)

Description: 

The Time Rich is a company that helps online entrepreneurs streamline

their business through strategic automation, documentation, and

delegation. We are looking for a general admin assistant who is

experienced in customer service, ClickUp task management, file

organization, SOP, proofreading, etc.

https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/gkurz6qz5xcwur0vlnsr/9qhzhnhgrd27dzf9/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudXB3b3JrLmNvbS8=
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Other preferences: Ability to do basic data entry, extremely organized,

and willing to take the initiative, report metrics, and keep track of their

own tasks.

Requirements: 

• Experience in customer service

• Fluency in English

• Attention to detail

• Takes the initiative

• Asks clarifying questions as needed

Preferences: 

• Can attend a weekly call Monday morning at 10 AM MST

• Ability to upload and organize videos and files in Loom and
Google Drive

• Experience with creating Canva graphics

• Experience posting to social media

• Strong organizational skills - adding things to folders and
keeping them organized

• Ability to proofread emails and blogs, and complete ongoing
processes

• Basic math skills to calculate and report metrics

Tasks Include: 

• Send reminder emails and recap emails to clients

• Check and organize Email

• Check ClickUp + keep up to date
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• Check Slack + respond to messages

• Add tasks to ClickUp from calls

• Keep track of questions + bottlenecks on Weekly Check In Doc

• Post to social media from ClickUp board

• Send client satisfaction survey to clients

• Create SOP check lists from loom videos

• Identify bottlenecks + solutions before weekly call

• Save all questions for once a week (unless important / urgent)

• Meet weekly to recap last week + create to-do list this week + IDS

• Track client hours

• Report new subscribers to email list

• Send invoices to clients

• Research new softwares (ie. otter.ai)

• Additional tasks that come up

 

 A practice project will be required to test qualifications. Please use the

word “Time Rich” in the first sentence of your proposal to stand out

from the rest.

Now let's post it!

If want to use Upwork (my personal favorite place for finding a VA) follow

these steps. 

If not, jump to the next section!

1. Create an account on Upwork.

http://otter.ai/
https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/gkurz6qz5xcwur0vlnsr/3ohphkhqg3dw3zhr/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudXB3b3JrLmNvbS9ueC9zaWdudXAvP2Rlc3Q9aG9tZQ==
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2.  Post a job using the job description you just created, and the

VA preferences you outlined in Step 2. Pro tip: I also

recommend adding Screening Questions to get more quality

responses and help you weed through the applications.

3.  Browse "Talent" to invite 15 quality freelancers to apply for

your job.

Use the side bar to get specific about how much they've

earned, how many jobs they've successfully completed, their

english fluency, and how much they charge. Look at their

reviews. Type in key words with what you'd like them to have

experience with (Ontraport, ClickFunnels, customer support,

ConvertKit, etc).

4. When you start getting applicants in, start "short listing" the

best ones.

5. Once you have highly qualified candidates to select from, hire

the top 2.

6. Send them the practice project WITH A DEADLINE. If you want

to have a VA by the end of the day tomorrow, give them the

deadline of the end of the day tomorrow.

7. Once you select one, end the contract with the other. If you

didn't like either practice project, end both contracts and hire

two more candidates to complete the practice project.

8. YAY! You've done it!!! Lean back and relax into the glorious

feeling of having a VA hired... BUT don't stop there (you'll

notice there's still one more step for this course) - the most

important part of the process has yet to come: Onboarding

your VA for on-going success.

https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/gkurz6qz5xcwur0vlnsr/48hvheh08m2omwax/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudXB3b3JrLmNvbS9ueC9qb2ItcG9zdC9yZWd1bGFyL2dldHRpbmctc3RhcnRlZA==
https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/gkurz6qz5xcwur0vlnsr/8ghqhohgno54ovuk/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cudXB3b3JrLmNvbS9icm93c2UvYmVuY2g=
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If you've chosen to go with Upwork, your work is done for the this step! YAY!

If you want to go through an Agency, here's how to submit an inquiry:

1. Chose the website(s) you want to send an inquiry to.

Look back through this spreadsheet if you want more options.

2. Find their "contact" form, "submit an inquiry" page, or company

email address.

3. Send them the job listing you've created and any preferences you've

outlined in step 2.

4. If they want to jump on a call, you can download and review this

worksheet which covers many of the questions I've seen agencies ask

in their client onboarding.

5. Ask for TWO candidates and let them know that you will be asking

them to complete a practice project.

6. Send the practice project to the two top candidates WITH A

DEADLINE.

7. Review the practice project to chose one candidate. If you didn't like

either practice project, tell the agency and ask for two more

candidates to complete the practice project.

8. YAY! You've done it!!! Lean back and relax into the glorious feeling of

having a VA hired... BUT don't stop there (you'll notice there's still

one more step for this course) - the most important part of the

process has yet to come: Onboarding your VA for on-going success.

If you're posting in a Facebook group:

https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/gkurz6qz5xcwur0vlnsr/vqh3hrhnrok5o9cg/aHR0cHM6Ly9kb2NzLmdvb2dsZS5jb20vc3ByZWFkc2hlZXRzL2QvMWx5ZzJVbl9USDlrZGRUOVVoUVFERkZJd1hxTjROUmhJb1NuR0hDLWF0WEUvZWRpdD91c3A9c2hhcmluZw==
https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/gkurz6qz5xcwur0vlnsr/l2hehmho7lkgl8a6/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZHJvcGJveC5jb20vcy9qd3AzZzIwamFvODY5c2cvU3VibWl0dGluZyUyMGFuJTIwQWdlbmN5JTIwSW5xdWlyeS5wZGY_ZGw9MQ==
https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/gkurz6qz5xcwur0vlnsr/l2hehmho7lkgl8a6/aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZHJvcGJveC5jb20vcy9qd3AzZzIwamFvODY5c2cvU3VibWl0dGluZyUyMGFuJTIwQWdlbmN5JTIwSW5xdWlyeS5wZGY_ZGw9MQ==
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1. Chose the facebook group you want to post in. This can be general VA

groups, entrepreneur specific VA groups, a group you're apart of, etc.

2. Post the the job listing you've created and any preferences you've

outlined on step 2.

3. NOTE: It might be a good idea to create a Facebook Job Post (for free)

so you're not asking people to send you DMs. Link to the job post in

your Facebook posts so people can apply there.

4. Once you have highly qualified candidates to select from, hire the top

2.

5. Send them the practice project WITH A DEADLINE. If you want to

have a VA by the end of the day tomorrow, give them the deadline of

the end of the day tomorrow.

6. Review the practice project to chose one candidate. If you didn't like

either practice project, let them know and hire two more candidates

to complete the practice project.

7. YAY! You've done it!!! Lean back and relax into the glorious feeling of

having a VA hired... BUT don't stop there (you'll notice there's still

one more step for this course) - the most important part of the

process has yet to come: Onboarding your VA for on-going success.

The best is yet to come! In the next step we're going to set you AND your VA up

for on-going success by going over a super important part of hiring the right

VA: The Onboarding Process.

PS. Just a gentle reminder: This is actually the scariest part of the process, the

first hire! But it's also the easiest one to jump the gun on, because - the first

hire! Take it slow. Remember: Hire slow, fire fast. It's important to protect the

integrity of the business you've built by having the right people working for
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you. That's why the Practice Project is so important. It's okay for this step to

take more than one day. Deep breaths, dear one. You'll find the perfect VA

soon!

 

STEP FIVE: Get Time Rich

Today's the day! Did you jump out of bed before the alarm went o� with "last

day of school" excitement?

I did!!

In this step, you reap the rewards of all the time and energy you've put into

this course!

By this time, you've either HIRED a VA! YAY! Or have inquiries sent out and

applications pouring in. YAY!

(If you've done all the steps and DON'T have any applications coming in, click

reply and I will personally look into what's going on!)

But now comes one of the most critical steps: Onboarding your VA.

It's important to build a relationship with your VA - they're serving the co�ee

to your customers now! And introduce them to your vision and your company.

You also want them to know what is expected of them, what their first project

is, and how they know if they're on track or o� track.

Follow these steps:
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1. Schedule a call with your VA. If you don't want to have a call with

them, no worries. Instead you can record a welcome video for your

VA using VideoAsk or Loom.

2. Before you jump on the call or record the video, fill in this document

to get clear about the agenda. This will walk you through what you

can share about yourself, ask for your VA to share about themselves,

how to describe your company and vision, and will help you outline

their first couple of tasks.

3. Outline all the logins they'll need access to in order to communicate,

get tasks, and do the first task on your list. (I really love using LastPass

because it's free for them to download and you can send logins without

revealing passwords.)

4. Ask for their email to send them an invite to your Slack, FB groups,

membership, project management software, etc (btw, if you're not

using ClickUp for PM, I highly recommend it - and that's an a�liate

link because I truly love it so much).

5. I'd recommend that you create a support@ email address if you

haven't already so you can create most of the logins for this address

once they have access to the email.

6. Meet with them for a 30-45 minute introduction call or send the

welcome video following the agenda you created. You can then

schedule an on-going weekly call and/or ask them to fill in a weekly

check in document so you have a weekly touch point.

7. Send them this Weekly Check In Document and ask them to fill it out

by the end of every Friday. Make sure you check this every Monday

to keep a bird's eye view of the projects and tasks you're delegating.

8. Start assigning them one task/project at a time with thorough

instruction. (Remember, if you were learning how to juggle you

https://click.convertkit-mail2.com/92u2e56epdadu0e763t9/9qhzhnhgrd5lw0i9/dmlkZW9hc2suY29t
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wouldn't start with 5 balls - don't overwhelm your assistant).

 Pro tip: Make sure you check the share settings on any document you send

them to eliminate back and forth!

9. Lean in and let go. Start building the delegation muscle and see how

it feels to watch things on your plate fall away one by one!

10.Don't use this new found free time to take on more low level tasks.

Do the time audit from lesson 1 at least once a quarter (if not once a

month) to make sure you're focusing your time on the right things

and eliminating, automating, and delegating the rest!

That's it, boss! You have hired and onboarded a great VA (or you're well on

your way)!

Enjoy your new found time wealth!

In the next step, I’ll asking you how your experience was, encouraging you to

leave a review or send me your feedback. And if you're interested in working

with me or hearing about other things I o�er, hit reply and let me know. Or just

schedule a call

PS. Just a gentle reminder: Building the delegation muscle is di�cult and

doing it all at once won't work. It's like trying to trying to lift a 300 pound

weight without building the muscle up first. This will take time. Be gentle

with yourself and do small reps of weekly delegation.
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5 Steps to a VA: How Was It?

YOU DID IT! You put in the work and now you either have a VA or are well on

your way to getting one!

Think about where you were when you opened this document.

You've gotten super clear about how you're spending your time, what a VA can

do for you, what kind of VA you're looking for, where and how to hire one, how

to create a magical practice project so you ensure they're right for the job, and

even how to ONBOARD one for long-term success!

You're amazing and it's been such a joy walking you through this experience.

I have just one more thing for you to do before you go - if you found this to be

really helpful, please tell your friends about it. I'd love to take this same

journey with them, too.

And if you you loved it, please leave a review or email me to send me your

feedback (summer@thetimerich.com)!

I also o�er 1-1 coaching to help you streamline your business by helping you

identify and solve your biggest bottle necks, and I o�er 3-month Integration

packages where we will co-create filters for focus, processes for e�ciency, and

rhythms for accountability. If you're interested in working with me, let me

know or schedule a call with me. :)

PS. Just a gentle reminder: You're doing great! Just the fact that you made it

this far means that you are one of the few who are actually dedicated to

building a more simple and streamlined business. That's simply just amazing.
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PSS. If you email me, don't be surprised if my VA replies to your email - I

promise to be in the cockpit flying the plane!


